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Abstract 

Intestinal microvillus atrophy is a major cause of enteropathies such as idiopathic or congenital diarrhea, that are often associated 
with severe morbidity. It can be caused by genetic disorders, inflammatory diseases such as Crohn’s and celiac diseases, or 
pathogens. In particular genetic microvillus atrophy can be triggered by mutations in MYO5B, STX3 or MUNC18.2 which 
alter epithelial polarity by affecting apical trafficking in intestinal epithelial cells. Using live super-resolution microscopy and 
endogenously expressed probes we first described microvillus growth and dynamics throughout embryonic and larval development 
in C. elegans. We next established a genetic worm model of an inherited disorder leading to microvillus atrophy by depleting the 
V0 domain of the V-ATPase. We then transposed this model to mouse intestinal organoids where it also triggers a very severe 
microvillus atrophy. We are now integrating the function of this new factor in the broader framework of apical trafficking and 
inherited microvillus atrophy. By combining a genetically tractable model, intestinal organoids and observations in patients, we aim 
to propose new therapeutic options to treat microvillus atrophy and trigger their regeneration. Indeed, while regeneration is 
essential for life, it is mostly investigated at the tissue or organ level; microvilli regrowth provides a unique model for subcellular 
regeneration which could be useful to treat not only genetic disorders but also all the other causes of microvillus atrophy. 
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